
ABSTRACT 

 

SCRC Series: Lewis Clarke Oral Histories Project – MC 00191 

Field Notes: Donald L. Collins (compiled May 4, 2012) 

Interviewee: DONALD L. (“DON”) COLLINS 

Interviewer: Yona R. Owens 

Interview Date: Friday, April 27, 2012 

Location: Raleigh, North Carolina 

Length: Approximately 138 minutes 

 

This interview was recorded in the sitting room at Lewis Clarke’s studio. Collins discussed the 

decisions that led to a distinguished teaching career, the importance of professors having a 

practice, and his innovations in fire truck and fire station design. 

 

Tape Log 

00:00:00 Introduction, where from, early interests, family background in building and 

firefighting, challenges in school, attraction to art and outdoor environment  

00:04:12 Guidance counselor talk about interests and careers, served in military, completed 

college courses part time, found out about architecture from visit to base library 

00:08:23 Early discharge to attend Clemson in architecture, Dan Kiley was visiting 

lecturer, inspired to become landscape architect, transferred to NCSU SOD 

00:12:52 Landscape architecture faculty, Dan Young, Wayne Maynard, Stone Mountain 

project that led to state acquiring location, design project first then tech course on 

same project each semester 

00:15:07 Anecdote about Richard Moore, meeting Loddie Bryan, worked while in school, 

summer internships with Godwin then Bell, comparison of the two, anecdote 

about Ken Coulter as co-worker 

00:20:24 Anecdote about taking parents to visit Godwin’s office, anecdote about design for 

a gate for Godwin 

00:23:16 Worked with Loddie Bryan on golf courses, Bryan’s sideline as a wedding singer 

00:24:46 Worked for LCA during 4
th

 and 5
th

 year, ritual to ask Charlie Burkhead for job, 

worked with Don Basile on Palmetto Dunes, weekly juries on office work, 

anecdote about designing beyond client’s budget then scale back 

00:29:30 1968 graduating class of seven, included female student (Pat Hale), mentioned 

LCA airplane, discussed applying for grad school, and Clarke’s “Harvard talk” 

00:35:31 Anecdote about Kamphoefner’s reaction to acceptance at Harvard, same class as 

Randy Hester 

00:40:05 Anecdote about getting student job with Sasaki, compared NCSU and Harvard 

courses, anecdote about Stuart Dawson, explained DeMay’s inclusion in 

partnership 

00:52:01 Didn’t work professionally for Sasaki because pay was too low, was at LCA when 

Sasaki lost Palmetto Dunes design bid, the “Dixie Cup” approach, anecdote about 

Robert Trent Jones visit to Hillsborough Street office location 

00:55:04 Anecdote about Clarke winging a downtown presentation with tray of unknown 

slides  



Collins/2 

 

00:56:52 Started teaching career at Ball State, Charlie Sappenfield connection, Campbell 

Miller interview, moved to Indiana, practice boomed 

01:02:57 Decided to move to Clemson, some co-workers left teaching to work with 

developer Charlie Fraser at Hilton Head, taught architecture, acting head of 

architecture department for brief period  

01:08:50 Experience negated premise that architects and landscape architects can’t work 

together, suggested ways to bridge problems, gave examples 

01:13:32 What a landscape architect does, picking a comfortable scale at which to work, 

can do anything with solid design background, Pat Hale example 

01:18:39 What today’s curriculum needs, profs should be practitioners, unacceptable 

“white paper programs,” reiteration of learning to design at different scales, and 

how this was taught at NCSU SOD   

01:24:10 Economy not affecting good teachers, some history of five year program at 

Clemson, educating the approval officer  

01:29:35 Clemson has 130 students, doesn’t understand why NCSU undergraduate program 

not attracting students, A&T has undergraduate program, clarified history, knows 

Perry Howard 

01:31:05 Story of how became volunteer firefighter and eventually an industry consultant  

01:40:27 Retired from teaching, known expert in designing fire trucks and fire stations, 

innovations have been accepted by national standards committee 

01:43:40 Stayed at fire houses in order to afford attending ASLA conventions, observed 

problems, asked to join fire equipment industry board, helped start a national 

annual convention where design problems are discussed 

01:51:29 What his story tells landscape architecture students  

01:54:30 Landscape architecture today, continuing education, and applied research  

01:55:50 Important thing to know about Lewis Clarke  

01:59:35 Important thing to know about Don Collins  

02:01:29 Illustrated discussion with explanation of last project, “Six Pack of Heroes,” 

taught at Clemson  

02:08:25 Mentioned one student’s professional work, two anecdotes about Clarke and 

working for LCA, and a nuanced lesson learned that was used later in life  

02:17:19 End of interview  

 

 

 

 


